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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Free newsgroup:
torrent:@torrents.net.ng Patched torrent for downloading RSS-feeds There is no viewer for Internet Explorer but there is one
for other browsers This is a variant of standard command-line iceweasel -url -reject_invalid RSS-feeds for this list of sites can
be read using 'rss'utility which can be downloaded from the same site. RSS-feeds are a user friendly way to subscribe to web-
feeds that contain individual URLs. You just enter them into the feed-reader of your choice and you can set the subscriber's
options. Possibly we are not well known but we have decided to change everything. Before you ask why are we so lazy to study.
We've spent most of our time on Passion and we do not want to forget it. #1. Remove Managed (created by people we don't
trust) members, they are not any more needed for this project. #2. We do not support you. #3. From now on, this list only post,
the seed list only download. #4. Put a favicon on the website. If you could do this for all sub-projects. The other sites in this
domain have favicons as well. #5. The site need some improvement. #6. You can ask a question in our forum by using 'forum'
subdomain. #7. Webmasters: Please don't use the listing like in other sites. #8. We are not a torrent tracker but a torrent
newsgroup. It's like another site? We really do not need that. #9. Please do not post torrents from other sites, as we do not
download anything. #10. The logo is a masthead from an old organization which went bankrupt (we can't remeber the name, I
know it from our domain). The organization listed below has no relation to our site. They don't even know us. Use the logo of
POG (Post Office Group, ONG, e-mail: info@pog.com.ng, PO Box 58, Bujan, Abuja, Nigeria) #11. Please use rss-feeds from
this 55cdc1ed1c
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